
 
  
 

 
GLASGOW  FEVER – SCHOOL VISITS   
SESSION  PLAN: SECOND LEVEL    
 
WEEK 4 
 
Session 

Time/ 

Players 

45 mins – 1hr 

 

1 class (25 average) 

 

KEY 

POINTS 

Recap of shooting/form 

Passing Focus 

Time Organisation/Drill Points of Emphasis - Teaching Cues 

 

10 mins Recap previous week – shooting key points 

Warm Up 

Use whole court/hall: game of TIG: high five 

tig/line tig/tunnel tig, basketball tig etc 

(Begin without basketballs, introduce later) 

 

B.E.E.F 

 

Introduce topic: discuss need for good 

passing 

15 mins Static Partner Passing 

 

Players split into pairs/threes with ball in each 

group, facing one another (use lines/cones to 

identify distance between) 

 

Pass from partner to partner, practicing 

various passes in a static passing and catching 

position 

 

Practice pass first, then competition: first pair 

to set number, or as many passes as possible 

in set allocated time  

 

Introduce fakes before pass if group is 

competent: fake a pass to make a pass. 

Start in triple threat position 

Partner must always show they are 

ready: target! (Two hands up to catch) 

Step in for power 

 

1. Chest pass: two hands, your chest to 

partner’s chest. No bounce, straight line 

(no rainbow passes). Straight arms, 

fingers palms facing out, fingers straight 

 

2. Bounce pass: same as above, one 

bounce (3 quarters across). Ball below 

chin before passing – lower the bounce 

the better 

 

3. Javelin: one hand, side-stance, 

straight line to partner far away. One or 

two bounces allowed if needed. 

 

10 mins Passing On the Move 

(Adapt best to suit number of group/size of 

space) 

 

Passing in order: players in set groups/space. 

Number themselves in group (e.g 1 to 5). Must 

pass ball in order of numbers and move around 

inside space. 

Progress to include: touch cone after making a 

pass, pass in reverse order, defensive team 

 

 

 

Same techniques as static position 

Catch and pass quickly 

Quick speed – walk to start, progress to 

run 

Stand still with ball: pass then move 

Feet facing forward (no sidestepping) 

20 mins Passing Games 

 

Possession game: two teams inside set space – 

condition is that players can’t dribble. Must 

pass and move and aim to get set number of 

passes in a row (e.g. 6) without losing 

basketball to defensive team. 

 

Think about type of pass: if defenders 

hands are high up, pass low etc 

Pass then move 

Hands up ready to catch 

 

 

 



 
  
 

 
GLASGOW  FEVER – SCHOOL VISITS   
SESSION  PLAN: SECOND LEVEL    
 
WEEK 4 
 

 

 

Full court games 

 

Players split into even teams, play full court 

game or numbers game with passing condition 

(e.g. minmum of 4 passes before scoring, must 

pass to everyone on your team etc) 

 

  


